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Expenses and Penny, two cash characters come together in the Philadelphia Franklin Mint. Their
adventures include meeting other forex characters, learning new cultures, languages and

encounters with the imposters. They program their escape and venture out in to the world
together to experience adventures around the world.
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Fun and Entertaining Kids will love this book and learn without even understanding it! Fun and
interesting story. I have to drawing books and a composition publication for my grandchildren
aswell. Costs and Penny teach children in an entertaining array of adventures! Like the quiz in
the trunk! I really like that it acquired educational history on our countries currency.) for gifts.
Easy to read to grandkids and entertaining Cute story about Costs and Penny who escape from
the united states mint . An excellent educational device for adults as well! Adorable Characters.
Clever, Educational! Well written and educational. I purchased this for my 4 year previous
goddaughter. The personas on leading cover appeared to pop out at me. Looking at them
produced me smile. My grandaughters treasured it but moreover i discovered it a great read. ! I
purchased a couple of The telephone pop sockets (? My goddaughter had fun with the quizzes
and is certainly worked up about their next experience. I'm ordering all of the activity books for
Xmas. Clever and cute! Well written and educational! CC Flower and Wacky Wallet products I
simply ordered three new books. Looking forward to the next reserve in the series. Fun and
learning all in one Ideal for kids . Fun and also a teaching device since most schools dont instruct
about currency any longer. So impressed by this female! Needless to say, I fell deeply in love
with the characters and so do my goddaughter. It's perfect for a goodnight story.! Fun and
informative! This is a fun kids book that teaches them about currency! Fabulous! All sorts of
currency! An incredible book - can't wait for the movie! This is a great & exciting reserve that kids
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will love and teachers will include in their class!
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